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Abstract

The stability of a protein’s native state has important implications for

its folding dynamics, function, and evolution. Here we report on a

study investigating general relationships between sequence- and struc-

ture-based properties of a protein and its empirically determined stabi-

lity (as measured by melting temperature experiments). Surprisingly,

we find that contact density – a sequence-independent measure of

protein compactness – is not significantly correlated with protein melt-

ing temperature; this property has been previously implicated as a

correlate of protein stability in theoretical and evolutionary analyses.

After incorporating residue type in the definition of residue-residue

contacts, we find that increasing the fraction of hydrophobic contacts

in a protein tends to raise melting temperature, consistent with a sta-

bilizing effect, while increasing the fraction of repulsive charge con-

tacts results in a marginally significant decrease in melting tempera-

ture, consistent with a destabilizing effect. Our work demonstrates that

subtle sequence variation may be an important factor in fine-tuning the

stability of a protein fold.
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Introduction

A protein’s stability can be thought of as its thermodynamic ‘‘preference’’ for achieving and

maintaining the native (folded) state. This evolved property is critical for protein function

and for preventing the accumulation of cytotoxic unfolded or misfolded protein forms.

Stability can vary among proteins from a single species and among homologues of a given

protein across species. A well-known example of the latter case is Taq polymerase: a

bacterial DNA polymerase evolved for the high temperature environment of its thermophilic

source organism, and also a key component in the development of the polymerase chain

reaction (PCR).

A popular laboratory measure of protein stability is melting temperature. In melting tem-

perature experiments, a solution of a protein in its native state is heated until the point of

complete denaturation. The temperature at which the native and denatured states are equally

populated at equilibrium is called the melting temperature, and it is inferred from a change in

the optical properties of the solution. Melting temperature experiments are frequently carried

out on wild type and mutant proteins to investigate the contributions of specific residues to

protein stability. The ProTherm database contains a record of many such experiments [1].

Like all protein properties and functions, stability ‘‘information’’ must be encoded by the

protein’s structure, which is in turn specified by the protein’s primary sequence. In principle

it should therefore be possible to predict protein stability from sequence and structure data.

Along these lines, many methods have been proposed for predicting changes in protein

stability upon introduction of a mutation; see [2 – 7] for some recent examples. In this work,

we aim to understand better which protein properties contribute to variation in experimental

protein melting temperatures. Previous studies in this area have generally relied upon bin-

ning proteins to look for systematic differences between sequences and structures derived

from organisms adapted to low, moderate, and high temperatures; see [8 – 14] for some

examples. These studies revealed general and position-specific preferences for certain amino

acids and amino acid pairs in different temperature regimes. Our approach has an advantage

in that, instead of using ‘‘source organism’’ as a discrete proxy for protein temperature

tolerance, we consider a direct, continuous measure of protein stability based on laboratory

experiments. We hypothesize that uncovering the protein properties most correlated with

melting temperature may provide new insight into the mechanisms underlying protein

stability.

Methods & Results

We collected data for 72 single-domain, wild-type proteins with (i) known structures in the

Protein Data Bank [15] and (ii) melting temperature data from at least one experiment

reported in the ProTherm database [1]. We considered average melting temperature if more

than one experimental value was given. Total surface area and volume were computed for
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each protein structure using the program MSMS [16]. An L-by-L contact matrix was also

constructed for each protein structure, where L is the protein’s length. The (i, j) entry of such

a matrix is 1 if the alpha carbons of residues i and j are separated by no more than

7 angstroms (representing contact) and 0 otherwise (representing no contact).

Figure 1. Relationships among protein melting temperature and protein structural

properties. For each pair of properties we report the Pearson correlation coefficient

(above the diagonal) and a scatter plot (below the diagonal) comparing data for the

72 proteins in our study.

The contact density of a protein is the average number of contacts per residue, and serves as

a measure of protein ‘‘compactness’’. We also considered the maximum Eigen value of the

contact matrix as a more sophisticated notion of contact density [17]; this measure gener-

alizes a residue’s degree of connectedness beyond its immediate neighbours. To incorporate

sequence data, we then categorized each individual residue-residue contact as one of the

following: hydrophobic (both residues are hydrophobic), polar (both residues are polar),

mixed (one residue is polar, the other is hydrophobic), salt bridge (residues have opposite

charge at physiological pH), and repulsive (residues have the same charge at physiological
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pH). Correlations reported in the paper and the figure represent Pearson’s correlation; one-

tailed p-values were determined from 10,000 rounds of randomizing permutation. The

Figure 1 also contains a scatter plot comparison of each property pair.

Basic protein geometric features (length, surface area, and volume) correlate extremely

weakly with melting temperature. The correlation between melting temperature and contact

density is also non-significant (r = 0.013; p = 0.475). This second fact is surprising given the

theoretical importance of contact density: in simulated proteins, contact density has been

demonstrated as an important determinant of fold designability [17], which is itself proposed

to positively correlate with protein stability [18]. These ideas are supported by the observa-

tion that (across multiple species) contact density correlates positively with evolutionary rate

[19, 20] – an observation that makes sense if proteins of high contact density are very stable

and therefore robust against mutation. However, the observed lack of significant correlation

between contact density and melting temperature suggests either that contact density is not

directly connected to protein stability, or that the connection is too weak to detect using our

small dataset (72 proteins). We also investigated a more sophisticated notion of contact

density (the maximum Eigen value of the contact matrix), and reached similar conclusions.

One weakness of traditional contact density measurements is that they do not consider

protein primary sequence information. Two proteins with the same backbone geometry will

have the same contact density, even if their amino acid sequences are very different. To test

the importance of amino acid sequence in determining melting temperature, we classified

contacts in our protein dataset based on the biochemical nature of the involved pairs of

amino acids. We identified a slight tendency for proteins with a larger fraction of hydro-

phobic contacts to have elevated melting temperature (r = 0.172; p = 0.072). Note that,

although larger proteins tend to contain a larger fraction of hydrophobic contacts, the poor

correlation between melting temperature and properties such as length, surface area, and

volume precludes explanation based on a size effect. Maximizing hydrophobic contacts is a

critical driving force in protein folding [21], and so it is reasonable to speculate that a larger

fraction of such contacts might further stabilize a protein fold. Surprisingly, the correlation

between melting temperature and fraction of salt bridges (contacts between oppositely

charged residues) was weakly negative and non-significant (r = 70.070; p = 0.275). This

seemingly counter-intuitive observation that salt bridge interactions do not contribute posi-

tively to protein stability can be explained by the large unfavourable free energy cost of

desolvating these charged residues in the first place [22]. Finally, the fraction of repulsive

contacts (interactions between like charged residues) showed a marginally significant, ne-

gative correlation with melting temperature (r = 70.191; p = 0.053), consistent with a desta-

bilizing effect.
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Discussion

Although the significance of contact density in protein evolution and design has been

theoretically and empirically demonstrated, it does not seem to play a significant role in

determining protein melting temperature in our dataset. This observation can be rationalized

by returning to the Taq polymerase example from the Introduction. Taq polymerase has a

higher melting temperature than its counterpart in Escherichia coli. However, from a struc-

tural perspective, the polymerase domains of the two proteins are almost identical [23] and

hence their computed contact densities will also be very similar. The same degree of

similarity is not found at the sequence level. Indeed, a BLAST search reveals that the

polymerase domains of the two proteins have fewer than 50% identically aligned residues

[24]. This fraction is sufficient to produce highly similar folds as a result of the many-to-one

nature of the sequence-structure relationship. At the same time, these numerous differences

allow for great variation in the types of residue-residue contacts found in the two protein

backbones, which may play a role in explaining the observed difference in their melting

temperatures. We show here that a decrease in the fraction of repulsive contacts in a protein

results is a marginally significant increase in melting temperature. An increase in the fraction

of hydrophobic contacts was also associated with melting temperature increase. These

findings provide support for the role of amino acid sequence in fine-tuning the stability of

a protein fold.

The greatest limitation we have encountered thus far is the low availability of wild-type

proteins of known structure and melting temperature. In the future we aim to expand our

dataset through the addition of multi-domain proteins or by structural homology modelling.

We are further limited by the general noisiness of protein melting temperature data and the

fact that these data are derived from many independent experiments. Finally, the contact-

based parameters presented here were based on alpha-carbon models of protein structures

(by our own approximation). We will next expand the work to consider all-atom models,

which may provide a more realistic picture of the contacts between residues. Nevertheless,

our study here demonstrates that bioinformatics analysis of protein stability data can provide

insights into the structural determinants of protein thermodynamics.
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